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Abstract. We present a global consistency algorithm for the lexicographic or-
dering constraint on two vectors of   variables. The algorithm maintains arc-
consistency, runs in

  time on posting plus amortized

 time per prop-
agation event, and detects entailment or rewrites itself to a simpler constraint
whenever possible. The algorithm was derived from a finite automaton operating
on a string which captures the relationship between each variable pair of the two
vectors.
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1 Introduction
Given two vectors, 	 and 
 of  variables,  		 and  
fffifl
ffffi ,
let 	 !#"%$ 
 denote the lexicographic ordering constraint on 	 and 
 . The
constraint holds iff '&)( or 	*,+-
* or 	. & 
* and  	fl	/01!#"%$


234
ff5/
. This constraint is available e.g. in ECLiPSe 5.4 [1], where it is
named lexico_le/2. An 6879;: filtering algorithm maintaining arc-consistency
of the constraint was described in [2]. Similarly, the constraint 	<+2!#"%$ 
 holds
iff 	  +=
  or 	  & 
  and  	  4	  +>!#"%$  
  fl
 5  .
In this report, we revisit this constraint and propose an alternative filtering
algorithm based on automata theory. Our contribution is as follows: (i) in addi-
tion to maintaining arc-consistency, our algorithm detects entailment or rewrites
itself to a simpler constraint whenever possible; (ii) it runs in 6879;: time for
posting the constraint plus amortized 6?7A@fl: time for handling each propagation
event; (iii) it was derived from a finite automaton operating on a signature of the
constraint, a methodology which to our knowledge has not been used before in
filtering algorithm construction.
The rest of the report is organized as follows: We first define some necessary
notions and notation. After treating ground instances of B!#"C$ , we generalize this
idea to nonground instances and show how to derive a non-incremental filtering
algorithm and its properties. We then modify it into an incremental algorithm
and show its complexity. After comparing with related work, we conclude with
some comments on possible extensions and improvements.
2 Preliminaries
A constraint store 79D FE : is a set of variables, and for each variable 	'G D
a domain E 7 	 : , which is a finite set of integers. 	 and 	 denote respectively
H8IKJ
7
E
7
	
:: and H?LfiM 7 E 7 	 :: in the context of a current constraint store. If for
N
&O79D
FE
: and NQP &R79D FE P : , S 	TG D U E P 7 	 :V E 7 	 : , we say that N1PW<N ,
N P
is more constrained than N . The domain store is pruned by applying the
following constant-time operations to a variable 	 : X M _ H?IKJ 7 	YFZ : removes from
E
7
	
: any value [ +<Z , and X M _ H?LfiM 7 	;ffi\ : removes from E 7 	 : any value [^] \ .
The constant-time operation _a`*bced posts the constraint d .
For a constraint d , a variable 	 mentioned by d , and a value [ , the assign-
ment 	 &f[ has support iff [ GgE 7 	 : and d has a solution such that 	 &h[ . A
constraint d is arc-consistent iff, for each such variable 	 and value [ GiE 7 	 : ,
	
&j[ has support. A filtering algorithm maintains arc-consistency of d iff it
removes any value [ GkE 7 	 : such that 	 &l[ does not have support. By con-
vention, a filtering algorithm returns one of: mnoqp , if it discovers that there are
no solutions; rsut/t/v/vFw , if it discovers that d will hold no matter what values are
taken by any variables that are still nonground, in which case d is entailed; and
w5v3pxny otherwise.
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a set of variables and a
set of constraints connecting these variables. The solution to a CSP is an assign-
ment of values to the variables that satisfies all constraints. In solving a CSP,
the constraint solver repeatedly calls the filtering algorithms associated with the
constraints. The removal by a filtering algorithm of a value from a domain is
called a propagation event, and usually leads to the resumption of some other
filtering algorithms. The solver ensures that all propagation events are even-
tually served by the relevant filtering algorithms. Bounds adjustments are the
relevant propagation events for the z!#"%$ constraint.
A string { over some alphabet | is a finite sequence C{ 4 { } of letters
chosen from | . A regular expression ~ denotes a regular language 7~: , i.e. a
subset of all the possible strings over | , recursively defined as usual: a single let-
ter Z denotes the language with the single string  Zu ;  denotes any string over
2
| ; ~~
P denotes 7~:7~
P
: (concatenation); ~~ P denotes 7~:g7~ P :
(union); and ~Ł denotes 7~:  (closure). Parentheses are used for grouping.
Let  be the alphabet  +  &  ]          . The signature of a
constraint dh	!#"C$ 
 wrt. the current constraint store
N
is a string { over 
of length i@ where {  &  , to mark the end of the string, and for ( =+  :
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From a complexity point of view, it is important to note that the tests
N
 &
	
a 


 where   G  +¡¢ & ¡ ]  can be implemented by domain bound in-
spection, and are all 687A@fl: in any reasonable domain representation; see Table 1.
Each letter {&¤£¥7Cd F
N
: is called the signature letter at pos.  of d wrt. N .
Table 1. Computing the signature letter at pos. ¦
§*¨
Condition
© ª
¨
©^«
¨
¬
ª
¨
¬
ª
¨
¬
«
¨
¬
«
¨
­ ª
¨
­ «
¨
®
ª
¨
¬
«
¨ ¯
ª
¨
© «
¨
°
«
¨
¬
ª
¨ ¯
«
¨
© ª
¨
±
otherwise
The letters of  (except  ) form the partially ordered set 79 ² : of Fig. 1.
For all !#"%$ constraints d and all  , we have that:
N
P
W<N´³
£¥7Cd
F
N
P
:
²
£¥7Cd
F
N
:
For signature letters µ and µ
P
, µ
P
²
µ means that either µ¶&·µ
P
or µ can
change to µ
P
in a more constrained constraint store.
3 Ground Instances of ¸¹»º/¼
Given a ground instance d½¾	´;!#"C$ 
 . Clearly, the set of signatures of true
instances is the regular language denoted by:
3
±®

°
????????
©
¬
@@@@@@@@
~~~~~~~~
­
Fig. 1. Partially ordered set
x¿>ÀÁ

&

7
+


:
 (GT)
whereas the set of signatures of false instances is the regular language denoted
by:
&

]
 (GF)
Thus, we have reduced the problem of deciding 	Âz!#"%$ 
 to a recognition
problem for a simple regular language. We will now extend this idea to non-
ground instances and use regular expressions to characterize the various cases
where the filtering algorithm can detect failure or entailment, and when it must
suspend.
4 Filtering for ¸Ã¹Äºffi¼
4.1 A Finite Automaton
Fig. 2 shows a deterministic finite automaton FALEX for signature strings, from
which we will derive the filtering algorithm. State 1 is the initial state. There are
seven terminal states, F1, T1–T3 and D1–D3, each corresponding to a separate
case. Case F1 is the failure case; cases T1–T3 are cases where the algorithm
detects that either d is entailed or d can be replaced by a + or a  constraint;
cases D1–D3 are cases where ground instances of d can be either true or false,
and so the algorithm must suspend.
4.2 Case Analysis
We now discuss seven regular expressions covering all possible cases of signa-
tures of d . Where relevant, we also derive pruning rules for maintaining arc-
consistency. Each regular expression corresponds to one of the terminal states
4
T1/. -,() *+ T3/. -,() *+ T2/. -,() *+
start // 1'&%$ !"#
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F1/. -,() *+ D1/. -,() *+ D3/. -,() *+ D2/. -,() *+
Fig. 2. Case analysis of ®ÇÆ ÈÊÉ as finite automaton FALEX
of FALEX. Note that, without loss of generality, each regular expression has a
common prefix ËÌ&Í7 &   :  . For d to hold, clearly for each pos. G Ë
where {.>&  , we must enforce 	 >& 
  . We assume that the filtering algo-
rithm does so in each case. In the regular expressions, Î denotes the position of
the transition out of state 1, Ï denotes the position of the transition out of state 2,
and Ð denotes the position of the transition out of state 3 or 4. We now discuss
the cases one by one.
Case F1.
7 & 

:

]
 (F1)
Clearly, if the signature of d is accepted by F1, the signature of any ground
instance of d will be accepted by GF, so d has no solution.
Case T1.
7 & 

:

Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Õ
7
+


:
Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Ö
 (T1)
d will hold; we are done.
Case T2.
7 & 

:

Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Õ
7



:
Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Ö
7 & 

:

]
 (T2)
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For d to hold, we must enforce 	 Ö +=
 Ö , in order for there to be at least one +
preceding the first ] in any ground instance.
Case T3.
7 & 

:

Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Õ
7



:
Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Ö
7 & 

:

7
+


:
 (T3)
For d to hold, all we have to do is to enforce 	 Ö =
 Ö .
Case D1.
7 & 

:

Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Õ
7



:
Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Ö
&


Ñ4Ò3ÓfiÔ
×
 (D1)
Consider the possible ground instances. Suppose that 	 Ö ] 
 Ö . Then d is false.
Suppose instead that 	 Ö +O
 Ö . Then d holds no matter what values are taken
at Ï . Suppose instead that 	 Ö & 
 Ö . Then d is false iff 	 × ] 
 × . Thus, the only
relation at Î and Ï that doesn’t have support is 	 Ö ] 
 Ö , so we enforce 	 Ö =
 Ö .
Case D2.
7 & 

:

Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Õ
7



:
Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Ö
&


Ñ4Ò3ÓfiÔ
×
7 & 

:

7
+






:
Ñ ÒÓ Ô
Ø

(D2)
Consider the possible ground instances. Suppose that 	 Ö ] 
 Ö . Then d is false.
Suppose instead that 	 Ö +=
 Ö . Then d holds no matter what values are taken in
Ù
Ï

ÐÚ . Suppose instead that 	 Ö & 
 Ö . Then d is false iff 	 × ] 
 ×ÜÛTÝÝÝ4Û 	 Ø  ]


Ø

Û
7%Ð
+


	
Ø
]


Ø
: . Thus, the only relation in
Ù
Î

ÐÚ that doesn’t have
support is 	 Ö ] 
 Ö , so we enforce 	 Ö =
 Ö .
Case D3.
7 & 

:

Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Õ
7



:
Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Ö
&


Ñ4Ò3Ó4Ô
×
7 & 

:

7 ] 



:
Ñ Ò3Ó Ô
Ø
 (D3)
Consider the possible ground instances. Suppose that 	 Ö ] 
 Ö . Then d is false.
Suppose instead that 	 Ö +=
 Ö . Then d holds no matter what values are taken in
Ù
Ï

ÐÚ . Suppose instead that 	 Ö & 
 Ö . Then d is false iff 	 × & 
 ×  ÝÝÝ  	 Ø  &


Ø


	
Ø
]


Ø
. Thus, the only relation in
Ù
Î

ÐÚ that doesn’t have support is
	
Ö
]


Ö , so we enforce 	 Ö =
 Ö .
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4.3 A Filtering Algorithm
By augmenting FALEX with the pruning actions mentioned in Sect. 4.2, we
arrive at a filtering algorithm for Y!#"C$ , FiltLex. When a constraint is posted,
the algorithm will succeed, fail or delay, depending on where FALEX stops. In
the delay case, the algorithm will restart from scratch whenever a propagation
event arrives, until it eventually succeeds or fails.
We summarize the properties of FiltLex in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.
1. FiltLex covers all cases of e!#"%$ .
2. FiltLex doesn’t remove any solutions.
3. FiltLex doesn’t admit any non-solutions.
4. FiltLex never suspends when it could in fact decide, from inspecting do-
main bounds, that the constraint is necessarily true or false.
5. FiltLex maintains arc-consistency.
6. FiltLex runs in 6879;: time.
Proof.
1. FALEX is a deterministic finite automaton. Each of its four non-terminal
state has a defined transition for each letter of  .
2. FALEX has one failure case, F1. In Sect. 4.2, we showed that the corre-
sponding instances have no solutions. Furthermore, no pruning action re-
moves any relation that has support.
3. FALEX has three cases, T1–T3, where it detects entailment, possibly with
the aid of posting a primitive constraint. In Sect. 4.2, we showed that all
corresponding ground instances are solutions, provided that:
–
	
Y&


 is enforced for all eG Ë ,
–
	
Ö
+=

Ö is enforced in case T2, if necessary by posting a + constraint,
–
	
Ö
=

Ö is enforced in case T3, if necessary by posting a  constraint.
4. FALEX has three suspension cases, D1–D3. In Sect. 4.2, we showed that
in each case, there could be both true and false ground instances, yet no
pruning action in
Ù
Î

ÐÚ can eliminate the false cases without also removing
some solutions.
5. From items 2 and 3 of this proof, it follows that arc-consistency is main-
tained in the failure and entailment cases. Consider again cases D1–D3. By
the previous item, no pruning action is valid in
Ù
Î

ÐÚ , except 	 Ö =
 Ö , which
must hold in all solutions. Thus, provided that we enforce 	 Þ& 
  for all
eG
Ë , and 	 Ö <
 Ö , arc-consistency is maintained also in cases D1–D3.
6. Each signature letter is examined at most once, and all decisions and pruning
actions run in constant time. ßà
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5 Incremental Filtering for ¸¹Äºffi¼
If FiltLex suspends, it would be perfectly valid to restart from scratch each
time it is resumed by some propagation event. In a tree search setting, it is
reasonable to assume that each variable is fixed one by one after posting the
constraint. In this scenario, the total running time of FiltLex for reaching
a leaf of the search tree would be 68795á: . We can do better than that. In this
section, we will develop incremental handling of propagation events so that the
total running time is 6879ÃâT: for handling â propagation events after posting
the constraint.
Assume that a df	e!#"%$ 
 constraint has been posted, FiltLex has run
initially, has reached one of its suspension cases, possibly after some pruning,
and has suspended, recording: the state ã G 4ä ffiåBæ2 that preceded the suspen-
sion, and the positions Î  Ï  Ð . Later on, a propagation event arrives on a variable
	
 or 
  , i.e. one or more of 	   	  
  and 
  have changed.
We assume that updates of the constraint store and of the variables ã  Î  Ï  Ð
are trailed, so that their values can be restored on backtracking. Thus whenever
the algorithm resumes, the constraint store will be more constrained than last
time (modulo backtracking). We will now discuss the various cases for handling
the event.
5.1 Naive Event Handling
Our first idea is to simply restart the automaton at pos.  , in state ã . The rea-
soning is that either everything up to pos.  is unchanged, or there is a pending
propagation event at pos. ç += , which will be dealt with later:
–
èG
Ë is impossible, for after enforcing 	 é& 
  for all ^G Ë , all those
variables are ground. This follows from the fact that1:
	
 &
	

&


 &



 if
N
 &
	

&



	
 &



 if
N
 &
	

=


(1)
for any constraint store
N
.
– If  &¤Î , we resume in state 1 at pos.  .
– If  &ÂÏ , we resume in state 2 at pos.  .
– If ã]êä   &ëÐ , we resume in state ã at pos.  .
– If ã]êä  Ï +<+ Ð :
ì If the signature letter at pos.  is unchanged or is changed to & , we do
nothing.
1 Assuming no variable occurs twice; see Sect. 7.
8
ì Otherwise, we resume in state ã at pos.  , immediately reaching a termi-
nal state.
– Otherwise, we just suspend, as FALEX would perform the same transitions
as last time.
5.2 Better Event Handling
The problem with the above event handling scheme is that if  &íÎ , we may
have to re-examine any number of signature letters in states 2, 3 and 4 before
reaching a terminal state. Similarly, if  &îÏ , we may have to re-examine any
number of positions in states 3 and 4. Thus, the worst-case total running time
remains 6879aá: .
We can remedy this problem with a simple device: when the finite automa-
ton resumes, it simply ignores the following positions:
– In state 2, any letter before pos. Ï is ignored. This is safe, for the ignored
letters will all be & .
– In states 3 and 4, any letter before pos. Ð is ignored. Suppose that there is a
pending propagation event with pos. ç , Ï + ç + Ð and that {ffiï has changed
to + (in state 3) or ] (in state 4), which should take the automaton to a
terminal state. The pending event will lead to just that, when it is processed.
5.3 An Incremental Filtering Algorithm for ð ¹»º/¼
Let FiltLexI be the FiltLex algorithm augmented with the event handling
described in this section, as illustrated by Alg. 1. As before, we assume that each
time the algorithm resumes, the constraint store will be more constrained than
last time. We summarize the properties of FiltLex in Proposition 2 below, but
first we need a simple lemma:
Lemma 1. From one resumption of FiltLexI to the next, Î , Ï and Ð (if de-
fined) are nondecreasing.
Proof. Assume that Î , the position of the transition out of state 1, has decreased.
This implies that arc @éñòó@ is taken fewer times, i.e. that letter µ G  &   
has changed to a letter µ P G      . But that is impossible, for µ PŁ² µ for all
such letters, so the assumption is false.
Assume that Ï , the position of the transition out of state 2, has decreased.
Since Î is nondecreasing, this implies that letter & has changed, which is im-
possible, so the assumption is false.
If Ð is defined, it is the position of the transition out of state 3 or 4, and
Ï is the position of the transition to that state from state 2. Assume that Ð has
9
decreased and that ã0& å . Since Ï is nondecreasing, this implies that arc å ñò å
is taken fewer times, i.e. that letter µ G  &    has changed to a letter µ P G
 ]
    
. But that is impossible, for µ P1² µ for all such letters. The letter
 can change to + , but that leads to state T1, so Ð does not decrease. The
analysis is similar for ãè& æ , so the assumption must be false.
ßà
Proposition 2.
1. FiltLex and FiltLexI are equivalent.
2. The total running time of FiltLexI for posting a ;!#"C$ constraint followed
by â propagation events is 6879^¶âT: .
Proof.
1. Consider first the case where a single propagation event has arrived since
the algorithm last suspended. It should be clear from Sect. 5.1 and 5.2 that
FiltLexI stops in the same terminal state as FiltLex.
Consider now the case of more than one propagation event. FiltLexI
handles this case by effectively serializing the propagation events, whereas
FiltLex handles them all at once. Assume now that FiltLexI and
FiltLex arrive at different results. But this means that FiltLex would
arrive at one result when serializing the events, and at another result when
handling them all at once. This would contradict the fact that FiltLex
maintains arc-consistency (Proposition 1), so the assumption is false.
2. The case analysis in Sect. 5.1 takes constant time. Consider now the total
number of times a given FALEX state transition can be made.
any state to T1–T3 or F1 At most once.
any state to D1–D3 At most âôÂ@ times.
state 1 to 2, 2 to 3, or 2 to 4 At most âô¤@ times.
state 1 to 1 On resumption, pos. Î is examined next here. Each time this
transition is made, Î is incremented by one. Since Î is nondecreasing
(Lemma 1), at most  transitions are possible.
state 2 to 2 On resumption, pos. Ï is examined next here. Each time this
transition is made, Ï is incremented by one. Since Ï is nondecreasing
(Lemma 1), at most  transitions are possible.
state 3 to 3 or 4 to 4 On resumption, pos. Ð is examined next here, unless a
signature letter before Ð was changed to + ( ] ) in state 3 (4), in which
case state T3 (T2) is reached immediately. Each time this transition is
made, Ð is incremented by one. Since Ð is nondecreasing (Lemma 1), at
most  transitions are possible.
Thus, the total number of state transitions, and hence the total running time,
is 6?79^õâT: . ßà
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PROCEDURE öfl÷ø/ù/úûüflý
Fþ
ª
À
þ
ß À
¦
 
	KÀ
ffÀ


Require: ¦ © on posting the constraint
Require: ¦ °  when handling a propagation event, implies 
Àff/ÀflfiÀffffi
have valid values
Ensure:


implies 
ÀffiÀflfiÀffi
have valid values
1: if ¦ © then // initial call
2:  


fi

 ; goto line 13 // start in state 1
3: else if ¦ ¬  then // propagation event at pos. ¦
4: goto line 13 // resume in state 1
5: else if ¦ ¬

then
6: goto line 22 // resume in state 2
7: else if
ffi
¬"!
¯
¦
¬
fi$#é
¦
©
fi.¯
ª
¨&%
¬
«
¨
% then
8: goto line 33 // resume in state 3
9: else if
ffi
¬('
¯
¦
¬
fi$#é
¦
©
fi.¯
ª
¨ %
¬
«
¨
% then
10: goto line 38 // resume in state 4
11: else
12: return

)
13: while ¦ ©  
¯
ª
¨
¬
«
¨
do // state 1
14: if *,+ _ -/.0+

ª
¨%À
«
¨

¬
)1#
*+ _ -324

«
¨À
ª
¨

¬
1
then // enforce ª
¨
¬
«
¨
15: return
)1
16: 5f¦6´¦87

17: if ¦ ¬  
#
ª
¨
©^«
¨
then
18: return


// state T1
19: if *,+ _ -324

ª
¨À
«
¨

¬
)19#
*+ _ -/.)+

«
¨À
ª
¨

¬
1
then // enforce ª8: ® «:
20: return
)1
21:

f¦6;-/.)+

¦<7
/À

22: while ¦ ©  
¯
ª
¨
¬
ª
¨
¬
«
¨
¬
«
¨
do // state 2
23:

f¦=h¦87

24: if ¦ ¬  
#
ª
¨
©^«
¨
then
25: post ª,: ® «: ; return
flfl

// state T3: rewrite to ª>: ® «:
26: else if ª
¨
­ «
¨
then
27: post ª : ©?« : ; return
flfl

// state T2: rewrite to ª : ©^« :
28: else if ª
¨
¬
«
¨ ¯
ª
¨
© «
¨
then
29:
fi
f¦=?-/.)+

¦<7
/Àflfi
 ; goto line 33
30: else if ª
¨
¬
«
¨ff¯
ª
¨
­?«
¨
then
31:
fi
f¦=?-/.)+

¦<7
/Àflfi
 ; goto line 38
32:
ffi
A@ ; return


// state D1
33: while ¦ ©  
¯
ª
¨
¬
«
¨
do // state 3
34:
fi
f¦=h¦87

35: if ¦ ¬  
#
ª
¨
©^«
¨
then
36: post ª,: ® «: ; return
flfl

// state T3: rewrite to ª>: ® «:
37:
ffi

! ; return


// state D3
38: while ¦ ©  
¯
ª
¨
¬
«
¨
do // state 4
39:
fi
f¦=h¦87

40: if ¦ ©  
¯
ª
¨
­ «
¨
then
41: post ª,:Ü©?«: ; return
flfl

// state T2: rewrite to ª>:©^«:
42:
ffi

' ; return


// state D2
Algorithm 1: Filtering algorithm for 	Ã;!#"%$ 
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6 Related Work
The algorithm by Frisch et al. [2] is based on the idea of using two pointers B
and C . The B pointer gives the position of the most significant pair of variables
that are not ground and equal, and corresponds to our Î position. The C pointer,
if defined, gives the most significant pair of variables from which u!#"%$ cannot
hold. It has no counterpart in our algorithm. As the domain store gets more
constrained, B and C get closer and closer, and the algorithm detects entailment
when B'@^&DC Û 	FE=+R
>E . The algorithm is only triggered on propagation
events on variables in
Ù
B

C : . It does not detect entailment as eagerly as ours, as
demonstrated by the example:
	.¡G
fl(

@
 	Ç
&Â(

*
& @

2
& @

	.	YŁ>!#"%$


*4
2/
FiltLex detects entailment (state T3) on this example, whereas Frisch’s algo-
rithm does not ( Bg&¤(  Cg&;G ).
Frisch’s algorithm is shown to run in 6879;: on posting a constraint as well
as for handling a propagation event. No better bound than 6?79âT: is claimed for
posting a constraint followed by â propagation events, although we think that
this bound can be tightened.
On reflection, the fact that the C pointer moves toward more significant po-
sitions seems counter-intuitive: it would seem more natural to focus on most
significant positions, which carry all the information we need, before examin-
ing less significant ones.
7 Extensions
Strict version. An algorithm for the +Ç!#"%$ constraint can be derived easily by
modifying the  transitions of the finite automaton.
Variable aliasing. It is straightforward to make the algorithm take variable alias-
ing partially into account. All it takes is to make the test
N
 &
	

&


 sensitive
to variable aliasing. If this is done, the variables 	  and 
  , eG Ë are not neces-
sarily ground, but any propagation events on them can safely be ignored.
Furthermore, if a given pair 7 	  
  : of variables occurs more than once, we
can simplify the constraint and ignore all occurrences but the first one.
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More eager entailment detection. With our definition of 79 ² : , for {  &  ,
we have no information on whether 	 & 
  is feasible. To check this, we would
have to test whether E 7 	 C: intersects E 7 
 C: . This test takes more than constant
time for any domain representation (e.g. bit array, list of intervals) that we are
aware of. If we knew that 	 >& 
  is infeasible, we could detect entailment in
some cases where we now delay instead. Consider the example:
	  G
5@
ffiå 	  G
5@

ä


*ÞG
4ä
æ2 
21G
5@

ä


	zfi	Ç>!#"C$


*
2/
which yields the signature string    . Thus FALEX stops in state D1, since
for all the algorithm knows, 	* & 
* is feasible, and so it may have to enforce
	Ç¢ë
2 in a more constrained constraint store. However, for the three pairs of
values for 7 	2
* : that have support, namely 7A@  ä*:  7A@ æ :  7 åBæ : , we have that
	. + 
*
. With the knowledge that 	5 & 
* is infeasible, the automaton could
stop in state T1, enforcing 	*Þ+=
* .
To implement this idea, the following changes would have to be made:
1. 79 ² : would have to be extended with a new letter, H say, to capture the
case that 	  can be less than or greater than, but not equal to, 
  .
2. The following finite automaton arcs would be annotated with H : @ ñò T1,
äéñò D1, å ñò D3, æ ñò D2.
3. In terminal state T1, the algorithm must enforce 	 Ö +=
 Ö if Î +  .
4. Removing a value from the interior of a domain would be a relevant propa-
gation event.
However, the worse complexity means that this idea is hardly worth consid-
ering, especially as no more pruning is gained.
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